
 

 

 

PASS #1 

Day four of the tourney begins amidst a cool gentle rain. The mud of the field has become a veritable 

bog. The two knights begin their pass, spouts of mud kicked up by their horses. Sir Warchop’s lance 

slides harmlessly off of the shield of Sir Theon. Sir Theon lands his lance with a resounding crack, 

splintering his lance but not hurting the shield.  

- Sir Warchop got a “G” result. 

- Sir Theon scored a “B” result, but the shield made its’ save. (1 point). 

PASS #2 

The two knights turned and spurred their mounts on again down the muddy pass. Again Sir Warchop is 

unable to get a solid hit on Sir Theon, but again the knight manages to hit the Baron’s shield squarely. 

This time both the shield and the lance burst under the pressure. 

- Sir Warchop got a “G” result. 

- Sir Theon scored a “B” result and the shield failed its’ save. (2 points). 

PASS #2 

Again the knights charge down the lists, but the rain seems to affect both of their grips as neither 

knights is able to connect on this their final pass. Sir Theon wins with 3 points. 

- Sir Warchop got a “G” result. 

- Sir Theon also got a “G” result. 

WINNER: SIR THEON STOUTHEART 
Sir Warchop: 0 points. 
Sir Theon: 3 points. 



 

 

 

PASS #1 

The rain has slackened as the two knights enter the field. They thunder down the pass in a rain of mud 

and filth. Sir William hammers his lance against the shield of Sir Samson, and both knights shatter their 

lances and shields upon the others charge. Sir Samson, unbalanced from the hit, falls over head over 

hills off the back end of his mount to land with a splash in the muck of the field.  Sir William has won the 

day! 

- Sir William got a “B/U” result, and the shield and knight both failed their saves badly. (5 points). 

- Sir Samson got a “B” result, and the shield failed its’ save as well. (2 points). 

WINNER: SIR WILLIAM “THE TURTLE” ROCASTLE 
Sir William: 5 points. 
Sir Samson: 2 points. 
 


